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Long-time behavior and regularity are studied for solutions of the Stark equation
ut=i(&2&x1+V(x)) u, u(0, x) # L2(Rn). It is shown that for a class of short-range
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we discuss the regularity and large-time behavior of solu-
tions to the initial value problem,
du
dt
=i(H0+V) u(t),
(1.1)
u(0)=u0 # L2(Rn),
where H0=&2&x1 , is the free Stark Hamiltonian (x=(x1 , x2 , ..., xn)
# Rn) and V(x) is a real potential. We denote by H0 the unique selfadjoint
extension of &2&x1 | C
0
(Rn) .
Consider first the case V=0 and let u(t)=exp(itH0) u0 be the solution
to (1.1) in this case. To indicate the x-dependence of u, we write u(t, x) for
u(t) when appropriate. Our first result is the following.
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Theorem A. There exists a constant C=Cn>0, so that for every
u0 # L2(Rn),
|
R
|
Rn
(1+|x| 2)&34 |(I+|H0 | )14 u(t, x)| 2 dx dtC &u0&2L2(Rn) . (1.2)
The proof of Theorem A is given in Section 2.
Remark 1.1. For fixed t # R, exp(itH0) u0 may not be in the domain of
(I+|H0 | )14 as a selfadjoint operator in L2(Rn). However, exp(itH0) maps
S(Rn) (the Schwartz space of rapidly decaying smooth functions)
continuously into itself (see (1.3) below). Clearly S(Rn)D((I+|H0 | ):) for
any :>0. Thus, the claim of Theorem A is that (1+|x| 2)&38 (I+|H0 | )14
exp(itH0)| S(Rn) can be extended as a bounded map from L2(Rn) into
L2(Rn+1) (in x, t). In particular, given u0 # L2(Rn), it follows that for
a .e . t # R the function u(t, } ) is in the (L2(Rn)) domain of (1+|x| 2)&38
(I+|H0 | )14, hence locally in H12(Rn) (the Sobolev space of order 12).
Observe that the evolution group exp(itH0), can be represented by an
explicit ‘‘parametrix’’,
exp(itH0)=e&itx12e&it2e&itx12ei(t
312), (1.3)
as can be verified directly or derived from more general formulae [1, 12].
However, the t-dependence of the right-hand side in (1.3) makes it
impossible to derive the ‘‘12 -derivative gain’’ based on that gain for the free
group exp(&it2). On the other hand, the expression (1.3) entails regularity
properties for exp(itH0) that cannot be derived by our method here; e.g.,
the fact that if u0 is compactly supported then u(t, } ) # C(Rn) for all t{0.
We refer the reader to [15, 19] for other treatments of parametrices to
long-range Schro dinger operators.
In [5, 6] we developed a functional analytic approach to deal with these
questions, and it is this approach which we shall employ in this paper. The
essential point is to establish a rate of decay for the derivative, A0(*)=
dd* E0(*), of the spectral family of H0 as |*|  . The considerations in
[6] show that the gain in regularity is exactly that rate of decay.
Consider now the case V{0 in (1.1). In Section 3 we use a perturbation-
theoretic approach in order to derive decay estimates for the derivative of
the spectral measure [E(*)], associated with H, as |*|  . As noted
above, such estimates lead to a global regularity result. We shall not
attempt to impose the weakest possible assumptions on V, but rather to
illustrate the underlying ideas. In particular, we obtain the following.
Theorem B. Let V(x) be a real potential satisfying:
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(i) |V(x)|C } (1+|x| )&32, x # Rn.
(ii) For some a>0 the derivative x1 V(x) exists for x1>a and
satisfies,
sup
x$ # Rn&1
x1>a
} x1 V(x)}<1, x=(x1 , x$) # Rn. (1.4)
Then H=H0+V is selfadjoint on D(H)=D(H0) and for every ;< 12 there
exists a constant C=C;>0 such that u(t)=exp(itH) u0 , u0 # L2(Rn),
satisfies
|
R
|
Rn
(1+|x| 2)&34 |(I+|H| );2 u(t, x)| 2 dx dtC &u0&2L2(Rn) . (1.5)
This theorem will follow as a corollary to Theorem 3.5. Note that, as in
Remark 1.1, the function u(t, } ) is in the domain of (1+|x| 2)&38
(1+|H| );2 for a .e . t # R, hence gains locally ‘‘almost 12-derivative’’.
Estimates similar to (1.2), (1.5) for various types of selfadjoint differential
operators may be found in [2, 3, 611, 13, 16, 18]. In particular, the
papers [2, 3, 7, 10, 18] contain results for operators of the form
&2+V(x), where V is in a subclass of short-range potentials with respect
to &2. We are not aware of any similar results for ‘‘long-range’’ potentials.
Remark that the ‘‘12 -derivative gain’’ expressed in (1.2) is identical to that
of the short-range case.
We mention that the property of local smoothing is closely related to the
question of convergence a.e. of the solution u(t, x) to u0(x) as t  0 [6, 14,
17], and can be obtained in this case as well, as in [6].
2. THE FREE STARK HAMILTONIAN
In this section we prove Theorem A.
The operator H0 is a differential operator for which the variables may be
separated. Precisely, this means we may write
H0=H1 I2+I1 H2 , (2.1)
where I1 (resp. I2) is the identity in L2(R) (resp. L2(Rn&1) and,
H1=&
d 2
dx21
&x1 in L2(R), H2=&2 in L2(Rn&1).
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Let [E0(*)] be the spectral family associated with H0 . We shall find a
Hilbert space X, densely and continuously imbedded in L2(Rn), such that
[E0(*)] is weakly differentiable in X in the following sense. There exists a
family of bounded operators A0(*): X  X* such that for all f, g # X and
* # R,
d
d*
(E0(*) f, g)=(A0(*) f, g). (2.2)
Here X* denotes the conjugate dual space of X (naturally L2(Rn)X*)
and ( , ) is the X*, X conjugate pairing. We shall use the notation & &X
for the norm of X and & &X, X* for the operator-norm in B(X, X*).
We shall use the notation Xs, k(s # R) for the weighted-L2 spaces in Rk as
follows.
Xs, k #L2, s(Rk)={f& f &2Xs, k :=|Rk (1+|x| 2)s | f (x)| 2 dx<= . (2.3)
Let [(E1(*)], [E2(*)] be the spectral families associated with H1 , H2
respectively. The basic facts concerning their weak differentiability can be
summarized as follows (see [5] for details).
A1(*)=dd* E1(*) # B(Xs, 1 , X*s, 1) for * # R and s> 14 , while A2(*)=
dd* E2(*) # B(Xs, n&1 , X*s, n&1) for *>0 and s> 12. Note that X*s, k=X&s, k .
In order to derive differentiability properties of [E0(*)], with suitable
decay estimates, we need more detailed information about the derivative
A1(*) as follows.
Lemma 2.1. There exists a constant C>0 so that
&A1(*)&X&34, 1, X34, 1C } (1+|*| )
&12, * # R, (2.4)
and, for every $ # [0, 12] there exists a constant C=C$>0 such that for all
*, + # R,
&A1(*)&A1(+)&X34, 1, X&34, 1
C[(1+|*| )&(1&$)2+(1+|+| )&(1&$)2] } |*&+|$. (2.5)
Proof. Let w(x) be the real nonzero function (the Airy function up
to a multiplicative constant) which is the solution to the equation
(&d 2dx2&x) w=0, and has the following properties.
|w(x)|C(1+|x| )&14, x # R,
(2.6)
|w$(x)|C(1+|x| )14, x # R.
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Clearly w^(!)=w^(0) exp(&i(!33)) and we fix w by taking w^(0)=
(2?)&12. Setting w*(x)=w(x+*) we have w^*(!)=(2?)&12 exp
(i(*!&!33)). For f # C 0 (R) the map
(Kf )(*)=|
R
f (x) w*(x) dx (2.7)
can be extended to a unitary map of L2(R) onto itself which diagonal-
izes H1 ; i.e., (KH1 f )(*)=*(Kf )(*) for f # D(H1). It follows that for
f, g # C 0 (R),
(A1(*) f, g) =
d
d*
(E1(*) f, g)=(Kf )(*) } (Kg)(*). (2.8)
From (2.6), (2.7),
|(Kf )(*)|C |
R
(1+|x+*| )&14 (1+x2)&38 (1+x2)38 | f (x)| dx
C {|R (1+|x+*| )&12 (1+x2)&34 dx=
12
} & f &X34, 1 . (2.9)
Now write,
|
R
(1+|x+*| )&12 (1+x2)&34 dx
=|
|x|12 |*|
+|
|x|12 |*|
(1+|x+*| )&12 (1+x2)&34 dx=I1+I2 .
(2.10)
By using 1+|x+*|1+ 12 |*| in I1 and 1+|x+*|1 in I2 we obtain
easily,
|(Kf )(*)|C(1+|*| )&14 & f &X34, 1 , (2.11)
which yields (2.4) in view of (2.8).
To establish (2.5) note that, for |h|1, we have by (2.6),
|w(x+h)&w(x)|C(1+|x| )14 |h|,
|w(x+h)|+|w(x)|C(1+|x| )&14.
By interpolation we obtain, for 0$ 12,
|w(x+h)&w(x)|C(1+|x| )&14+$2 |h| $, x # R, |h|1. (2.12)
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Thus, for f # C 0 (R) one obtains, using (2.7), (2.12),
|(Kf )(*+h)&(Kf )(*)|
C } |h|$ _|R (1+|x+*| )&12+$ (1+x2)&34 dx&
12
} & f &X34, 1 . (2.13)
Proceeding as in (2.10) we obtain, with C=C$>0,
|(Kf )(*)&(Kf )(+)|
C } [(1+|*| )&14+$2+(1+|+| )&14+$2] } |*&+| $ } & f &X34, 1 ,
valid for 0$12 and all *, + # R.
Finally, (2.5) is obtained from the last estimate by using (2.8) and writ-
ing, for f, g # C 0 (R),
( (A1(*)&A1(+)) f, g)
=[(Kf )(*)&(Kf )(+)] } (Kg)(*)
+(Kf )(+) } [(Kg)(*)&(Kg)(+)]. K
Utilizing the decomposition (2.1) we can now obtain similar estimates
for the derivative A0(*)=dd* E0(*).
Lemma 2.2. There exists a constant C>0 so that,
&A0(*)&X34, n , X&34, nC } (1+|*| )
&12, * # R, (2.14)
and, for every $ # [0, 12] there exists a constant C=C$>0 such that for all
*, + # R,
&A0(*)&A0(+)&X34, n , X&34, n
C } [(1+|*| )&(1&$)2+(1+|+| )&(1&$)2] } |*&+|$. (2.15)
Proof. For *, + in a neighborhood of zero we write (see [5, Sec. 4]),
A0(*)=|

0
A1(*&&)dE2(&) (2.16)
with a similar expression for +. An application of Lemma 2.1 yields (2.14),
(2.15) in this case.
Assume now that *>*0>0 for some fixed *0 . Let . # C(R), 0.1,
be zero on (&, *3) and one on (2*3, ). Instead of (2.16) we now
write (see [5, Sec. 5]),
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A0(*)=|

0
.(*&&) A1(*&&)dE2(&)
+|

&
(1&.(&)) dE1(&)A2(*&&). (2.17)
The estimates (2.14), (2.15) now follow from (2.17) in view of (2.4), (2.5)
and the analogous estimates for A2 (see [5, Sec. 5]). Clearly, the case
*<&*0<0 is handled similarly. K
Remark 2.3. Observe that in view of the properties of A2(*) one can
take the weight function (1+|x$| 2)s2, s> 12 , in the direction x$=(x2 , ..., xn).
Proof of Theorem A. Recall that we are using the notation
u(t, x)=exp(itH0) u0 . For simplicity we denote throughout the proof
X=X34, n , so that X*=X&34, n . We use ( , ) and ( , ) as in (2.2).
To start, take u0 # S(Rn) and (t, x) # C 0 (R
n+1). For fixed t # R,
(t, } ) # D((I+|H0 | )14). Since u0 # X, we have, for fixed t # R,
(u(t, } ), (I+|H0 | )14 (t, } ))=|
R
(1+|*| )14 eit*(A0(*) u0 , (t, } )) d*.
(2.18)
The term on the left in (2.18) is clearly a continuous function of t,
whereas the integrand in the right-hand side is continuous in (t, *) in view
of Lemma 2.2. Furthermore, (A0(*) u0 , H l0 (t, } )) is bounded uniformly
in * # R, for every positive integer l, by (2.14). It follows that
(A0(*)u0 , (t, } ))=O((1+|*| )&l, l=1, 2, .... Integrating (2.18) with
respect to t # R we obtain,
|
R
(u(t, } ), (I+|H0 | )14 (t, } )) dt
=|
R
(1+|*| )14 A0(*) u0 , |R e&it*(t, } ) dt d*. (2.19)
Set  (*, } )=R e
&it*(t, } ) dt, and recall that (A0(*) } , } ) is positive semi-
definite [5], hence
|(A0(*) u0 ,  (*, } )) |(A0(*) u0 , u0) 12 } (A0(*)  (*, } ),  (*, } )) 12.
(2.20)
Clearly R (A0(*) u0 , u0) d*=&u0 &2L2(Rn) , so that by (2.20), (2.14), and the
CauchySchwarz inequality,
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|
R
(1+|*| )14 |(A0(*) u0 ,  (*, } )) | d*
C &u0&L2(Rn) } _|R & (*, } )&2X d*&
12
=2?C &u0 &L2(Rn) _| &(t, } )&2X dt&
12
. (2.21)
Replacing (t, x) by (1+|x| 2)&38 (t, x) and using (2.21) in (2.19) we get,
} |R |Rn u(t, x)(1+|H0 | )14 ((1+|x| 2)&38  (t, x)) dx dt }
C &u0&L2(Rn) &(t, x)&L2(Rn+1) . (2.22)
Since u0 # S(Rn) implies u(t, } ) # S(Rn) for t # R it follows that u(t, } ) #
D((I+|H0 | )14) and the estimate (1.2) follows from (2.22) by duality. For
general u0 # L2(Rn) the theorem follows by density. K
3. THE PERTURBED STARK HAMILTONIAN
In this section we discuss the full equation (1.1) and prove Theorem B,
as a consequence of the general Theorem 3.5.
As in the proof of Theorem A (Section 2), we use the notation X=X34, n
and X*=X&34, n throughout this section.
Let R0(z)=(H0&z)&1, Imz{0, be the resolvent of H0 . As a corollary
to Lemma 2.2 [4, 5] it follows that, for every * # R, the limits
R\0 (*)= lim
=  0+
R0(*\i=) (3.1)
exist in the uniform operator topology of B(X, X*). Actually, R\0 (*) are
Ho lder continuous in this topology and decay as |*|  , as stated in the
following lemma.
Lemma 3.1. For every $ # (0, 12] there exists a constant C=C$>0 such
that
&R\0 (*)&X, X*C(1+|*| )
($&1)2($+1), * # R, (3.2)
&R\0 (*)&R
\
0 (+)&X, X*C } |*&+|
$, *, + # R. (3.3)
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Proof. We write [4, 5], with ;=(1&$)2(1+$),
R\0 (*)=PV |
|’&*||*|;
A0(’) d’
’&*
\i?A0(*)+|
|’&*||*|;
A0(’)
’&*
d’. (3.4)
Note that in view of Lemma 2.2 the first term on the right-hand side of
(3.4) is well defined and that we may assume |*|1.
Now, in view of (2.15), for 0<$ 12 ,
"PV ||’&*||*|;
A0(’)
’&*
d’"X, X*
="||’&*||*|;
A0(’)&A0(*)
’&*
d’"X, X*
C(1+|*| )&(1&$)2 } |*|;$C(1+|*| )&;. (3.5)
On the other hand, taking f, g # X,
} ||’&*||*|;
(A0(’) f, g)
’&*
d’ }
C(1+|*| )&; \|R (A0(’) f, f ) d’+
12
} \|R (A0(’) g, g) d’+
12
C(1+|*| )&; } & f &X &g&X . (3.6)
Using (3.5), (3.6), along with (2.14), in (3.4), we obtain the estimate (3.2).
The estimate (3.3) follows directly from (2.15), by the Privaloff theorem
[4, 5]. K
Remark 3.2. Observe that the ‘‘limiting absorption principle’’ (3.1) can
be obtained under much weaker hypotheses on X [2, 5, 13, 18]. The point
here is that in Lemma 3.1 we derive uniform estimates for the norms
&R\(*)&X, X* , as well as a rate of decay as |*|  .
In what concerns the Ho lder continuity (3.3) we shall need the following
localized result for A0(+)=(2?i)&1 (R+0 (+)&R
&
0 (+)).
Lemma 3.3 [5, Lemma 4.6]. Let b # R and assume that A0(+) f=0 for
some + # (&, b), f # X. Then there exist constants C=Cb>0 and $>0
such that, for all * # (&, b),
(A0(*) f, f )C |*&+| 1+$ & f &2X . (3.7)
We now proceed to apply the general theory of [5] to the operator
H=H0+V.
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Assume that V(x) is a real function satisfying, for some constant C>0,
|V(x)|C(1+|x| )&32, x # Rn. (3.8)
It follows from Rellich’s compactness theorem that V is compact with
respect to H0 , so that H=H0+V is selfadjoint with D(H)=D(H0).
The general theory now yields.
Theorem 3.4. The limits
R\(*)= lim
=  0+
R(*\i=), R(z)=(H&z)&1, (3.9)
exist in B(X, X*) for * # R"_p(H ), where _p(H) is at most a discrete set of
eigenvalues of H, with finite multiplicity.
The operator R\(*) satisfy
R\(*)=R\0 (*)[I+VR
\
0 (*)]
&1, * # R"_p(H ). (3.10)
Proof. Observe that V # B(X*, X) in view of (3.8).
Furthermore, a more refined local analysis (see [5, Sec. 4]) yields the
existence of the limits (3.1) in the uniform operator topology of
B(Xs, n , X&s, n), s> 14 .
Thus, the decay (3.8) and the Rellich compactness theorem imply that
VR\0 (*) are compact operators in X for all * # R. Combining this with
Lemma 3.3 the proof can be concluded as in Corollary 4.10 of [5]. K
We may now formulate the following global regularity result for solutions
of (1.1).
Theorem 3.5. Let V(x) satisfy (3.8), and assume that the selfadjoint
operator H=H0+V has no eigenvalues. Then for every ;< 12 there exists a
constant C=C;>0 such that for every u0 # L2(Rn), if u(t, x)=exp(itH ) u0 ,
|
R
|
Rn
(1+|x| 2)&34 |(I+|H| );2 u(t, x)| 2 dx dtC &u0&2L2(Rn) . (3.11)
Proof. By Theorem 3.4 and our assumption that _p(H )=<, it follows
that R\(*) exist for all * # R. Also, by (3.8) and (3.2), for |*| sufficiently
large, &VR\0 (*)&X, X=0((1+|*| )
&;), hence by (3.10), &R\(*)&X, X*=
0((1+|*| )&;). If [E(*)] is the spectral family associated with H and
A(*)=dd* E(*)=(1(2?i))(R+(*)&R&(*)), we obtain &A(*)&X, X*=
0((1+|*| )&;). We can now repeat verbatim the proof of Theorem A
(Section 2). K
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Proof of Theorem B (see Introduction). The potential V(x) satisfies
(3.8) by hypothesis. Also, if x1>a and . # L2(Rn&1) then, by assumption
(ii),
lim
h  0
1
h
(V(x1+h, x$)&V(x1 , x$)) .(x$)=

x1
V(x1 , x$) .(x$),
where the convergence is in L2(Rn&1x$ ), for each fixed x1>a. Thus
x1 V(x1 , x$) exists (for x1>a) as an operator in L2(Rn&1x$ ), with norm
less than one (by (1.4)). It follows that H has no point spectrum ([1,
Th. 5.3]) and the assumptions of Theorem 3.5 are satisfied. K
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